Busser
Our bussers are an important part of the team. You keep us running like a welloiled machine. You are constantly on the move and can weave through a crowded
room with the stealth of a submarine.
What you’ll do
You set the stage for service and keep the restaurant running smoothly by ensuring
our dining room is clean and all tables are ready to receive new guests. You always
ensure guests have everything they need for an enjoyable meal.


Serve complimentary taste of chips & hummus to guests and offer filtered
tap, bottled still or sparkling water.



Clear used plates, glasses and cutlery from tables between courses and after
guests leave; Crumb tables as needed.



Re-set tables with care and proper alignment.



Follow proper rules of hygiene and food safety measures.



Take out trash and rinse garbage cans.



Keep service areas clean and stocked; Clean and sanitize high touch surfaces.



Polish glassware and silverware.



Carry dishes and tableware to kitchen for washing handling with care to
prevent breakage.



Maintain adequate supplies of silverware and glassware; Roll silverware.



Sweep and mop floors; clean and stock restrooms.



Take ownership of guest requests, even if it is not about the restaurant, and
see through to completion. Example: Directions or recommendations about
the area.



Support other restaurant staff by assisting with other tasks to ensure that
the kitchen and dining areas are cleaned, stocked and prepared for guests.



Keep things running smoothly by being in constant communication with
servers, bartenders, host, and kitchen staff.



Actively assist servers with food delivery.

What we need from you
You are super active and hard working and love moving at lightening speed. You
are a multi-tasking pro! You have a keen eye to anticipate guest expectations
and always strive to exceed their expectations. You have prior restaurant
experience working in a fast-paced environment, and have good communication
skills. You like being part of a team and you are courteous and friendly to others.
You also don’t mind working weekends and holidays.
Physical Requirements






You’re comfortable standing for long periods of time.
You can reach, bend and stoop and lift and carry for short distances up to
50lbs on a regular, consistent basis.
You can measure chemicals and cleaning supplies, read and understand
usage instructions.
You can wear latex or rubber gloves.
You can comfortably walk up and down stairs, at times carrying boxes or
other goods.

FLSA Classification
Non-exempt

